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To better understand the phonics of words/word spells, it is suggested that you read the following 

short essays and get YOUR crayons out. 

 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/phoenician-starter-kit-by-kate-of-gaia.pdf 

 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/phoenician-to-phonics-to-phoenix-how-to-guide-

by-kate-of-kaea.pdf 

 

I would also like to also preface the fact that it is illegal to use a legal name. This is an absolute 

True If you are ignorant to this FACT then might I suggest 

BREATHING, then read the following essays (for starters).  

 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/babylon-is-fallen-by-kate-uv-kaia.pdf 

 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/bulletproof-by-kate-of-kaia.pdf 

 

All writings are mere FRACTALS, eye SEE way more connections and proofs 

within the concepts presented in this anagogic imagination sparker upper.  

The Objective is simply to show an interesting and different way of 

viewing the world/whirled. These views also bring everyones earth/space 

models together as one, thus no division between us/we/oe. There are lots 

of links throughout this writing, so if you are s there. 

That being said, there is infinite connections and information as well as the 

unfolding of the Now at every moment of Now so of coure-se(heart of all 

creation) this is a work/whir-K in pro=K-Re-S. 

 We are told the earth is a globe sphere, literal, etc.                 NOW, 

IMAGINE(mirror of the heart of knowledge into consciousness) the 

pieces(peace symbols/23 degrees x 2 eyeball orbitals/23 degree earth tilt)  

that we live on/within and know of/UV as the earth/our hearts(Oceans and 

Continents/Land, FLAT EARTH PLANE) actually is the Iris of the Globe Eye 

Ball, wrapped around the North Pole. North Pole being as the Pupil/Black 

Hole, the South Pole as the Vitreous Humour/Sclera, the Dome as the 

https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/phoenician-starter-kit-by-kate-of-gaia.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/phoenician-to-phonics-to-phoenix-how-to-guide-by-kate-of-kaea.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/phoenician-to-phonics-to-phoenix-how-to-guide-by-kate-of-kaea.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/babylon-is-fallen-by-kate-uv-kaia.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/bulletproof-by-kate-of-kaia.pdf


Aqueous Humour/Cornea, and so on. Here are some interesting things that 

eye have come across in regards to the Hyalo-Centric Earth/Planet Globe.  

NOW, keep in mind that the models/diagrams/info in the following 2 

doctors are coming from people that think they are legal names, acting in 

fraud, and have been raised to believe the modern 3D Earth Sphere 

THEORY 

matters is seeing the synchronicity between the Globe Eye Ball and the 

Flat/Sphere/Hollow Earth and how it all connects to Source 

Creation/YOU/all of us. We already know the infinite connections the EYE 

has in regards to the Prime creator/Truth/infinite consciousness/nature/all 

seeing eye, and so on. Eye  refer to all of consciousness as god 

because god is a hexed word. If anything, the word god should be KOT, 

pronounced/written by any body. 

creation or all of consciousness. Or if I refer to myself as eye, it is because 

that I AM/eye am YOU, OK. Remember this anytime U happen to read the 

word EYE throughout these pages. Ex: -  EYE am narrating as EYE read this. 

Here are some links showing the vast array of connections with the 

Eye and the Prime Creator/Source/Creation/Infinite Consciousness/Pineal 

Gland/God, etc. if need be. Or there is always M-eye website, GOOGLE. 

 

http://www.crystalinks.com/eye.html 

 

http://consciousreporter.com/spirituality/corruption-sacred-symbols-all-

seeing-eye/ 

 

By no means am eye taking these next couple of, so called, doctors 

literally. We all know that ALL DOCTORS are merely PRACTICING/pricked 

ass-Ink(ink = legal name mark of the beast), just like all lawyers are 

http://www.crystalinks.com/eye.html
http://consciousreporter.com/spirituality/corruption-sacred-symbols-all-seeing-eye/
http://consciousreporter.com/spirituality/corruption-sacred-symbols-all-seeing-eye/


PRACTICING law. I am merely showing a few interesting articles that help 

connect the Eyeball/Earth Quad Concept.  

The following doctor works at NASA and proposed that an exoplanet 

with life would more than likely have the appearance of an EYEBALL. Dr. 

Daniel Angerhausen (docked-Taur. D-Anus of El Anger-house-N) from NASA, 

is quoted saying We already have telescopes that detect planets that might 

be eyeballs.  

https://m.space.com/20856-alien-planets-eyeball-earths.html 

 

http://www.astrobio.net/news-exclusive/eyeball-earths/ 

 

 

This next doctor is an Independent Researcher and his findings 

further connect the Globe Eye Ball with the Earth Globe. He fails to connect 

p the poles. He 

also correlates the Earth/Eyeball with Stonehenge and its layout. Dr. Emad 

Kayyam (docked-creation field E-Mad Gay-Yam) has many short reports on 

these similarities. Very nice diagrams and connections.   

 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Human_Eye_Solar_Earth_Analogy_

As_a_Stonehenge_Code.ogv 

 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Emad_Kayyam_work 

 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/30170710/The-Parallel-Organizational-

Context-Potential-of-the-Eye-ball-and-the-Earth-ball 

 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/9162952/the-Eye-Ball-and-the-Earth-Ball-

Model-for-Inverted-Planetarium 

 

https://m.space.com/20856-alien-planets-eyeball-earths.html
http://www.astrobio.net/news-exclusive/eyeball-earths/
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Human_Eye_Solar_Earth_Analogy_As_a_Stonehenge_Code.ogv
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Human_Eye_Solar_Earth_Analogy_As_a_Stonehenge_Code.ogv
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Emad_Kayyam_work
https://www.scribd.com/doc/30170710/The-Parallel-Organizational-Context-Potential-of-the-Eye-ball-and-the-Earth-ball
https://www.scribd.com/doc/30170710/The-Parallel-Organizational-Context-Potential-of-the-Eye-ball-and-the-Earth-ball
https://www.scribd.com/doc/9162952/the-Eye-Ball-and-the-Earth-Ball-Model-for-Inverted-Planetarium
https://www.scribd.com/doc/9162952/the-Eye-Ball-and-the-Earth-Ball-Model-for-Inverted-Planetarium


 

 

  

 

Everything that we have been taught is a lie, FACT.  Here are a few 

links to some info on flat earth theory if needed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_Earth 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_geodesy 

 

Flat Earth information (Eric Dubay) 

http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/ 

 

The Flat Earth Comedy Special 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nk-i1k-eRcE 

 

Forbidden Comedy w/ Matthew Boylan, former NASA worker 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aESMWC_1PCk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diodorus of Tarsus wrote that the Earth is flat and the Sun does not 

pass under it in the night, but  

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diodorus_of_Tarsus 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_geodesy
http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nk-i1k-eRcE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aESMWC_1PCk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diodorus_of_Tarsus


 

Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts reveal that the Ancient Egyptians 

believed nbwt (a 

term meaning dry lands or Islands/Eye-Lands). Also keep in mind that Nun 

also means EYE, Pluto, Creator/Destroyer, One, zero point, and so on. 

Phonetically, the word NUN can go as follows (only a few examples): 

None, Noun, Known, Now-N (N = infinitely mine), 

No-N, Noon, Knew-N, Non, Knee-un, Knee-oon, 

New-N, Unu, Uno, One, Anu, Anew 

 

Revelation 4:3 

3 And the one who sat there had the appearance of jasper and ruby. A 

rainbow that shone like an emerald encircled the throne. 

 

  Ralph W. Emmerson(legal namer) was an American essayist, lecturer, 

and poet, who led the Transcendentalist movement of the mid-19th century.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Waldo_Emerson 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transparent_eyeball 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Waldo_Emerson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transparent_eyeball


 He also wrote a most profound essay in which he gave the title, 

Nature.  He refers to the Eye as the Mind.  In the beginning of Chapter 6: 

Idealism, he makes the statement in regards to the eye, The Immortal Pupil. 

http://transcendentalism-legacy.tamu.edu/authors/emerson/nature.html 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature_%28essay%29 

 

Modern times lead us to believe that the Earth is a 3D Spherical 

Globe. One would think that with all of the supposed high technology that 

NASA (Nazis) has, why do they have to Photoshop and manipulate 

images/data of the Earth (and everything else for that matter)? They have 

yet to provide a TRUE picture of e All space pictures 

from NASA are not to be trusted, as they operate in the same Legal Name 

Fraud Deception/Matrix over humanity that every other Institution, 

Government, Court, Church, Crown, etc. is working in as well. For more 

information on this, here are some links. 

https://kateofgaia.wordpress.com/kates-writings/ 

 

http://losethename.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://transcendentalism-legacy.tamu.edu/authors/emerson/nature.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature_%28essay%29
https://kateofgaia.wordpress.com/kates-writings/
http://losethename.com/


The united nations logo/idol/relic. 

 
http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2012/10/number-33-secret-societies-ufos-

death-destruction-disneyland/ 

 

 

Now picture the Flat Earth Model transposed overtop of the outline of 

an Eye shape. The white of the eye is the Sclera or perceived South Pole. 

The Iris is the Flat Earth Map. The Center of the map is the True North 

Pole/Black Hole/Pupil. 

 
 

 

 

 

Iris/Earth 

Sclera/S. Pole Sclera/S. Pole 

Pupil/N. Pole/Black Hole 

Australia 
(#1 of 33 
quadrants) 

http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2012/10/number-33-secret-societies-ufos-death-destruction-disneyland/
http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2012/10/number-33-secret-societies-ufos-death-destruction-disneyland/


We will now run through some basic definitions in regards to the 

Globe Human Eye/Earth/YOU/Creation/Source. Notice the connections. 

Visualize the Globe Earth being just as the Globe Human Eye Diagram is. 

We know that the eye works in a trinity as a transmitter, receiver and 

emitter (emet = Truth/T/Tet/Tav). We have all heard the expression, The 

Eye is the seat(seed) of the soul. There are countless idioms and sayings 

regarding the eye.  

 

"The eyes have one language everywhere." 

- Romanian Proverb 
 

"The eyes are the window of the soul." 

- Traditional Proverb 

 

"The eye altering, alters all" 

- William Blake 
 

 

"The eye through which I see God is the same eye through which 
God sees me; my eye and God’s eye are one eye, one seeing, one 
knowing, one love.” 
- Meister Eckhart 
 
 

Quo Modo Deum = This is the way of god 

 

 



 
 

Some basic definitions/of phoenixians of the eye: 

 

 

Hyaloid Canal = also known as Cloquets/Chlo-Q-eta Canal or the 

Stillings/Still-Inks/Still-Links Canal, it is glass-like, transparent, crystal 

High and Low ID/IT, Hi-A-Rho-ea-T 

Halo, Helio, Hero, Heru, Hera, Haro, Arrow, Eros, High Rho 

 

Hyades = Star Cluster in Taurus, the Rain Bringers  Rain coincided with 

their Heliacal rising. 



Hyalocentric Earth/Planet Model (Plane-Net, Plan-Net, Play-Knead, Plan-I.D., 

Pranna-T, Rain-eta, Reign-ed, Ray-Net)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyaloid_canal 

hyalo-  

word-forming element meaning "of glass; glass-like, transparent," from 
Greek hyalos "glass, clear alabaster," apparently a non-Greek word, said to be of 
Egyptian origin. 

-oid  

word-forming element meaning "like, like that of, thing like a ______," from 
Latinized form of Greek -oeides, from eidos "form," related to idein "to 
see," eidenai "to know;" literally "to see," from PIE *weid-es-, from root *weid- "to 
see, to know" (see vision). The -o- is connective or a stem vowel from the 
previous element. 

 

Earth = Iris of the Eyeball Earth 

Earth = Island/Eye-Land 

Earth = element Tellurium, Te(nothing sweeter than YOU), #52(7), Tellus 

Moon = element Selenium, Se(creation), #34(el,7), Selene,sell/seal-lean/lens 

Earth, Hearth, Heart, Hear-T, Ear-Theos, Ea-Ary-T-H, e-Art-H 

 

Iris = Greek Goddess of the Rainbow, Isis, Divine Feminine Creation, Ion 

Eros (God of Love), Love = Heart/Earth = Heart Chakra = Green 

Iris = PRISMATIC ROCK CRYSTAL, RAINBOW, Messenger of the Gods, 

 Flowering Plant/Iris Plant/Planet/Plane-T/Plan-E.T./Play-Net(Retina) 

Iris = Eye-Rise, Ire-Ice/Eyes/Isis, ear-is, ear-eyes, erase. E-Reece(Reece 

Monkeys, Rh negative blood, etc.) 

Irish (Green, 4 leaf clover, 4 chambers of the Heart, Rainbows and pots of 

Gold/Aur, Ireland, Iris-land(light and dark) 

 

 

Revelation 4:3 

3 And the one who sat there had the appearance of jasper and ruby. A 

rainbow that shone like an emerald encircled the throne. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyaloid_canal
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=hyalo-&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=-oid&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=vision&allowed_in_frame=0
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=hyalo-
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=-oid


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iris_(anatomy) 

iris (n.)  

late 14c., flowering plant (Iris germanica), also "prismatic rock crystal," from 
Latin iris (plural irides) "iris of the eye, iris plant, rainbow," from 
Greek iris (genitive iridos) "a rainbow; the lily; iris of the eye," originally "messenger 
of the gods," personified as the rainbow. The eye region was so called (early 15c. in 
English) for being the colored part; the Greek word was used of any brightly 
colored circle, "as that round the eyes of a peacock's tail" [Liddell & Scott]. 

 

Retina = Re-Tain-All, Net-Like Tunic (Tunic = Coat, Clothed, Worn by Either 

Male or Female), Net, Layer 

Re-Tin-A, Re-Tie-N/A, Red-in-A, re-di-na, Reed-in-A, read-dinner 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retina 

retina (n.)  

late 14c., from Medieval Latin retina "the retina," probably from Vulgar Latin (tunica) 
*retina, literally "net-like tunic," on resemblance to the network of blood vessels at the 
back of the eye, and ultimately from Latin rete "net" (see reticulate (adj.)). The Vulgar 
Latin phrase might be Gerard of Cremona's 12c. translation of Arabic (tabaqa) 
shabakiyyah "netlike (layer)," itself probably a translation of Greek amphiblestroeides 
(khiton). 

 

 

Pupil = True North Pole, Black Hole/Portal, Throne, Claude Mirror (Black 

Mirror), Central Transparent Area 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_glass 

Pupil = Little Girl Doll, Matryoshka Doll, (Kore = Girl), Core/Center 

Pupil = Jesus(Halo = Hyaloid Canal) Je(eye)-Su(water/truth)-Us(water/truth) 

(when standing in TRUTH(L & R brain), one has the EYE(Je) to SEE) 

Pupil = Student, Pew-Pill/Pile/Peel/Pale/Pail 

Pupa = Undeveloped Creature, Post Larvae Stage 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pupil 

pupil (n.2)  

"center of the eye," early 15c. (in English in Latin form from late 14c.), from Old 
French pupille (14c.), from Latin pupilla, originally "little girl-doll," diminutive 
of pupa "girl; doll" (see pupil(n.1)), so called from the tiny image one sees of 
himself reflected in the eye of another. Greek used the same 
word, kore (literally "girl"), to mean both "doll" and "pupil of the eye;" and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iris_(anatomy)
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=iris&allowed_in_frame=0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retina
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=retina&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=reticulate&allowed_in_frame=0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_glass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pupil
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=pupil&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=pupil&allowed_in_frame=0
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=iris
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=retina
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=pupil


compare obsolete baby "small image of oneself in another's pupil" (1590s), source of 17c. 
colloquial expression to look babies "stare lovingly into another's eyes." 

Self-knowledge can be obtained only by looking into the mind and virtue of 
the soul, which is the diviner part of a man, as we see our own image in 
another's eye. [Plato,"Alcibiades," I.133] 

pupil (n.1)  

"student," late 14c., originally "orphan child, ward," from Old French pupille (14c.) and 
directly from Latin pupillus (fem. pupilla) "orphan child, ward, minor," diminutive 
of pupus "boy" (fem.pupa "girl"), probably related to puer "child," possibly from 
PIE *pup-, from root *pu- "to swell, inflate." Meaning "disciple, student" first recorded 
1560s. Related: Pupillary. 

pupa (n.)  

"post-larval stage of an insect," 1773, special use by Linnæus (1758) of Latin pupa "girl, 
doll, puppet" (see pupil (n.1)) on notion of "undeveloped creature." 
Related: Pupal; pupiform. 

 

Lens = Connected with Pupil/Black Hole 

Lens = Lentil = Freckle = Sprout = POLE 

Lens = Glass to regulate light rays 

El-N-S, Ellen-S, Lance, Leans, Lent-S, Lend-S, Lands, El-ents 

Re-N-S, Rinse, Rent-S, Ren-Se, Re-NS, Rend-S, Rho-ents, Wren-S 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lens_%28anatomy%29 

lens (n.)  

1690s, "glass to regulate light rays," from Latin lens (genitive lentis) "lentil," on 
analogy of the double-convex shape. See lentil. Of the eye from 1719. 

In the vernacular of the photographer, anyone crowding to the front of a group, staring 
into the lens, or otherwise attracting attention to himself is known as a "lens louse." 
["American Photography," vol. 40, 1946; the term dates from 1915] 

sprout (v.)  

Old English -sprutan (in asprutan "to sprout"), from Proto-Germanic *sprut- (cognates: 
Old Saxon sprutan, Old Frisian spruta, Middle Dutch spruten, Old High 
German spriozan, Germansprießen "to sprout"), from PIE *spreud-, extended form of 
root *sper- (4) "to strew" (cognates: Greek speirein "to scatter," spora "a scattering, 
sowing," sperma "sperm, seed," literally "that which is scattered;" Old 
English spreawlian "to sprawl," sprædan "to spread," spreot "pole;" 
Armenian sprem "scatter;" Old Lithuanian sprainas "staring, opening wide one's 
eyes;" Lettishspriežu "I span, I measure"). Related: Sprouted; sprouting. 

 

 

http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=pupil&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=pupa&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=pupil&allowed_in_frame=0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lens_%28anatomy%29
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=lens&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=lentil&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=sprout&allowed_in_frame=0
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=pupil
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=pupa
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=lens
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=sprout


Cornea = Outer sky layer, above the Anterior Chamber/Air within the 

dome/bubble.  

The ONLY LIVING TISSUE WITHOUT BLOOD VESSELS/Blued-Faced-Ells. 

Biggest  injury = Mascara Wand/Mask scare away infinite duality (ND) 

Cornea = Core-Ne-A, Corn-ea, Gore-Ne-A, Co-Rho-Ne-A 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornea 

cornea (n.)  

late 14c., from Medieval Latin cornea tela "horny web or sheath," from 
Latin cornu (genitive cornus) "horn," from PIE *ker- (1) "horn; head, uppermost 
part of the body" (see horn (n.)). So called for its consistency. Related: Corneal. 

horn (n.)  

Old English horn "horn of an animal," also "wind instrument" (originally made from 
animal horns), from Proto-Germanic *hurnaz (cognates: German Horn, Dutch horen, 
Gothic haurn), from PIE *ker- (1) "horn; head, uppermost part of the body," with 
derivatives refering to horned animals, horn-shaped objects and projecting parts 
(cognates: Greek karnon "horn," Latin cornu"horn," Sanskrit srngam "horn," 
Persian sar "head," Avestan sarah- "head," Greek koryphe "head," Latin cervus "deer," 
Welsh carw "deer"). Reference to car horns is first recorded 1901. Figurative senses of 
Latin cornu included "salient point, chief argument; wing, flank; power, courage, 
strength." Jazz slang sense of "trumpet" is by 1921. Meaning "telephone" is by 1945. 

 

Anterior Chamber/Aqueous Humour = the sky/air within the 

dome/bubble/Chamber, under the Cornea layer. 

Anterior Chamber = Ant-Ear-io-Rho Qi-aim-B-eR 

Anterior = Former/Before 

Chamber = Room/A-par-t-ment/Cell/Camera/Vaulted Building 

Aqueous = Watery, Terreus, Earthy (1 of 4 body fluids  blood, phlegm, 

choler and melancholy/black bile) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anterior_chamber_of_eyeball 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aqueous_humour 

humor (n.)  

mid-14c., "fluid or juice of an animal or plant," from Old North 
French humour (Old French humor; Modern French humeur), from Latin umor "body 
fluid" (also humor, by false association with humus "earth"); related to umere "be wet, 
moist," and to uvescere "become wet," from PIE *wegw- "wet."  
 
In ancient and medieval physiology, "any of the four body fluids" (blood, 
phlegm, choler, and melancholy or black bile) whose relative proportions 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornea
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=cornea&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=horn&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=horn&allowed_in_frame=0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anterior_chamber_of_eyeball
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aqueous_humour
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=humor&allowed_in_frame=0
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=cornea
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=horn
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=humor


were thought to determine state of mind. This led to a sense of "mood, temporary 
state of mind" (first recorded 1520s); the sense of "amusing quality, funniness" is first 
recorded 1680s, probably via sense of "whim, caprice" (1560s), which also produced the 
verb sense of "indulge," first attested 1580s. "The pronunciation of the initial h is 
only of recent date, and is sometimes omitted  

 

anterior (adj.)  

1610s, Latin, literally "former," comparative of ante "before" (see ante). 
Related: Anteriority. 

chamber (n.)  

c. 1200, "room," usually a private one, from Old French chambre "room, 
chamber, apartment," also used in combinations to form words for "latrine, privy" 
(11c.), from Late Latin camera "a chamber, room" (see camera). In anatomy from late 
14c.; of machinery from 1769. Gunnery sense is from 1620s. Meaning "legislative body" is 
from c. 1400. Chamber music (1789) was that meant to be performed in private rooms 
instead of public halls. 

chamber (v.)  

late 14c., "to restrain," also "to furnish with a chamber" (inplied in chambered, 
from chamber (n.). Related: Chambering. 

camera (n.)  

1708, "vaulted building," from Latin camera "vaulted room" (source of 
Italian camera, Spanish camara, French chambre), from Greek kamara "vaulted 
chamber."  
 
The word also was used early 18c. as a short form of Modern Latin camera 
obscura "dark chamber" (a black box with a lens that could project images of external 
objects), contrasted withcamera lucida (Latin for "light chamber"), which uses prisms to 
produce on paper beneath the instrument an image, which can be traced. It became the 
word for "picture-taking device" when modern photography began, c. 1840 (extended to 
television filming devices 1928). Camera-shy is attested from 1890. Old Church 
Slavonic komora, Lithuanian kamara, Old Irishcamra all are borrowings from Latin. 

 

Sclera = South Pole, Surrounding Globe, White of the eyeball globe 

Sclera = Hard membrane 

Sclera = Suck-Lyre-A, Scholar-A, Suckle-Ra, S-cull-era, S-Ka-lyra 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sclera 

sclera (n.)  

1886, medical Latin, from Greek sklera (menix) "the hard (membrane)," fem. 
of skleros "hard" (see sclerosis). 
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quotes that I found to be interesting:  

 

The eye is the FIRST circle, the horizon which it forms, is the second  to 

infinitum 8 

 

The eye/circle is the highest emblem in the CIPHER of the world. 

 

Our globe/eye seen by god is a TRANSPARENT law. 

 

 

 

There are countless stories pertaining to the Eye as well. One that 

especially stands out to M/E is the Greek Myth of Argus(amphora, black) 

Panoptes(pan-optics/all seeing), the 100 eyed giant. Hera had 100 eyes of 

Argus preserved in a PEACOCKS TAIL (Peacock = Emblem of LOVE -Heart-

Earth). Peacock flesh does not rot, its flesh is INCORRUPTIBLE. 

http://bestiary.ca/beasts/beast257.htm 

 

http://www.whats-your-sign.com/peacock-symbolism.html 

 

Fabry-Perot Interferometer/controls and measures wavelengths of light  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabry%E2%80%93P%C3%A9rot_interferomete

r 

 

 

http://bestiary.ca/beasts/beast257.htm
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The sacrifice of Argos(name of the land) liberated Io(cow, heifer-

nymph, mating, breeding bull, genitals, life, Qi, X) and allowed her to 

wander the Earth, although, tormented by a Gad Fly sent by Hera.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argus_Panoptes 

 

 

NOW, let us follow a fun little trail. Lets take the GADFLY and its 

HOST and compare it to humanity/legal name soul trap. 

The GAD FLY = a fly that plagues cattle(chattle/humans/legal namers),       

a skin parasite, a HORSE(whore of creation/whore-se) FLY(fallen creations 

of El) or BOT FLY. Another name for the human bot fly is Warble/War-

Bull(at war with Creation, caught in duality). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botfly 

The Human Bot Fly is the only species of bot fly known to parasite humans 

ROUTINELY, though there are others that still cause myiasis. 

 

Myiasis  My Isis (duality mask-u-lie-in intent creation or being at one with 

source) 

Myiasis  Maya-Scis (cutting of illusions or cutting with/by/bi illusions) 

Myiasis  My Ass Ice (frozen in time, legal name possessed slave or 

standing in truth and not yielding from it) 

Myiasis  M.I.A.-sis (divine feminine missing in action/legal name demon 

or disconnected from the whore of babylon) 

 

Another parasite that can cause myiasis 

 (and blow flies, blow, be low, below, blow jobbers) 

New World Screw Worm/Hominivorax = Man Eating 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochliomyia_hominivorax 

Cochliomyia = Cock(Luciferian Intent)-Leo(Masculine Heart)-Maya(Illusion) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argus_Panoptes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botfly
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochliomyia_hominivorax


 

gadfly (n.)  

also gad-fly, 1620s, "fly which bites cattle," probably from gad (n.) "goad, metal rod," 
here in the sense of "stinger;" but the sense is entangled with gad (v.) "rove about" (on 
the notion, perhaps, of the insect's power of flight or of the restlessness of animals 
plagued by them), and another early meaning of gadfly was "someone who likes to go 
about, often stopping here and there" (1610s). Sense of "one who irritates another" is 
from 1640s (equivalent of Latin oestrus; see estrus). "In strictness, only the females 
are gadflies, the males being smaller and quite inoffensive, living on juices of plants" 
[Century Dictionary]. Earlier bot-fly, from bot "skin parasite" (late 15c.). 

gad (v.)  

mid-15c., gadden, "go quickly, hurry," of uncertain origin, perhaps from gad (n.) 
"sharp stick for driving oxen" on the notion of moving as animals do when being 
driven by a gad. There also was a Middle English gadeling (Old English gædeling) 
"kinsman, companion in arms; fellow, man," but which had a deteriorated sense of 
"person of low birth, rogue, vagabond" by c. 1300 (it also had a meaning "wandering," 
but this is attested only from 16c.). Related: Gadding. 

gad (n.)  

c. 1300, "a goad, sharp pointed stick to drive oxen, etc.;" c. 1400, "sharp-pointed metal 
spike," from Old Norse gaddr "spike, nail," from Proto-Germanic *gadaz "pointed stick" 
(see yard(n.2)). Attested earlier as "metal bar or rod, ingot" (mid-13c.) hence also in 
Middle English a unit of length in land-measure, varying from 10 to 16 feet. Not related 
to goad (n.), but perhaps influenced by it in sense. 

ingot (n.)  

late 14c., "mold in which metal is cast," probably from in- (2) "in" + Old 
English goten, past participle of geotan "to pour" (see found (v.2)). Sense of "mass of 
cast metal" first attested early 15c. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ingot 

Cultural references 

 The Chinese New Year food Jiaozi was made to symbolize the ingot. 

 The eighth letter in the Ogham alphabet is Tinne meaning "ingot". 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_New_Year 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiaozi 
Jiaozi are one of the major foods eaten during the Chinese New Year and year round in the northern 
provinces. They look like the golden ingotsyuan bao used during the Ming Dynasty for money and 
the name sounds like the word for the earliest paper money, so serving them is believed to bring 
prosperity.[7] Many families eat these at midnight on Chinese New Year's Eve. Some cooks will 
even hide a clean coin for the lucky to find. 

 

GadFly  Gad  Ingot  Chinese New Year  Jiaozi 

Jiaozi = Flat Food, Horn, word for earliest paper money (precious metal 

INGOTS were used as currency) 

IN GOD WE TRUST = INGOT WE TRUST, IN GAD WE TRUST, IN GAD WE     

t(crux)-Lust 

INGOT - (ink owed, ink odd, in code, ink goat, ink O.D.overdose, etc.) 

 

New World Screw Worm Fly/4 mirrors, 2 reflections 

2 Primary  Screw Worm 

2 Secondary/Se-conned-ari (most high creation conned) - Cochliomyia 

 

The flies/larvae attack the 4 aspects of man, 

1. Cannon Bones (equivalent to bones in human palm)(Cain-On/Right 

and Left Brain/Cain and Able/Castor and Pollux, Gemini)  palm = 

hands = spirit = Gemini/Bird 

2. Knees  Capricorn/Lamb/Goat 

3. Throat  Taurus/Bull/Ox 

4. Nose  Aquarius/Water Bearer/Man 
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Most fly strikes occur in part, due to 4 farming processes of the HOST 

animals, 

1. BRANDING  (labeling/naming, i.e., legal name, Parents registering of 

the birth certificate) 

2. CASTRATING  (circumcision/cast-system, i.e., birth bond 

rating/slave trading) 

3. DEHORNING  (HORN = CORNEA) De-Horn-Ink = rem

eyesight and making them dead on paper believing they are the legal 

name. 

4. TAILING  -Ink, Paper 

Trail, following His-Story, registering/signing anything legal/lee-gull) 

 

These processes along with BARBED WIRE CUTS (B.A.R. bed whore cults) 

and FLEA BITES leads to MYIASIS in the host. Navals (Ships/MINDS) of 

newborns (pure Christ children) can also be a site of infestation. 

Myiasis = Maya (Illustion) Size (big and/or small) 

Myiasis = parasitic infestation of the body (legal name mentality) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myiasis 

 Imagine MYIASIS being representative of the N. POLE/PUPIL/BLACK 

HOLE shrinking. The more asleep/enslaved/corrupted the earth/YOU 

become, the less the pupil/N. Pole will dilate (die/di,split,duality-El/Lucifer-

8,infinite cycle/psi-cull). The more free and self aware that YOU/eye 

become, the more the pupil/N. Pole will dilate thus leading to MYDRIASIS.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mydriasis 

When you hallucinate on psychedelics your pupils will get large, your 

perception will enhance, you will see the world differently. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myiasis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mydriasis


Notice the difference between the two word spells, MYIASIS and 

MYDRIASIS. The difference being that MYDRIASIS adds the letters D and R 

(D=4, R=18, 1 + 8 = 9), so D and R equals 13 (christ consciousness). The 

parasitic myiasis is lacking this. This also works if we flip the D (hexed 

mirror of creation) out for a T (Truth), since the letter T is the 22nd letter in 

the Hebrew alphabet and 22 equals 4 in numerology, we still get to 13. 

 

NAIL POLISH as it will asphyxiate them. Nail in French is pronounced like 

the word CLUE. Life is all about polishing ones self. The more we are able 

to spot the CLUES on our path, the more knowledge we gain of self and the 

world around us. That being the case, the parasites are less and less able to 

feed off of your life source energy the more you awaken to the truth and 

stand in it. 

 

Nail = Clue/dot connected, N-Air(infinite spirit) 

Polish = pole(hexed seed of Lucifer)-ish(man), pole-ish is nailed with Truth 

Polish = polis, police (nail polish = truth police) 

 

Disguise = disc-guise, disc-eyes, dis-guys, di-skies, dick size 

http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=disgui

se&searchmode=none 

disguise (n.)  

c. 1400, "strange style of dress" (especially one meant to deceive), from disguise (v.). 

disguise (v.)  

c. 1300, from Old French desguiser (11c.) "disguise, change one's appearance," from des-
 "away, off" (see dis-) + guise "style, appearance" (see guise). Originally primarily "to 
put out of one's usual manner" (of dress, etc.). Oldest sense preserved in 
phrase disguised with liquor (1560s). 

It is most absurdly said, in popular language, of any man, that he is disguised in liquor; 
for, on the contrary, most men are disguised by sobriety. [Thomas de Quincy, 
"Confessions of an English Opium-Eater," 1856] 

Related: Disguised; disguising. 

mask (v.)  

round robin (n.)  
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fucus (n.)  

camouflage  

1917] 

doctor (v.)  

1590s, "to confer a degree on," from doctor (n.). Meaning "to treat medically" is from 
1712; sense of "alter, disguise, falsify" is from 1774. Related: Doctored; doctoring. 

occultation (n.)  

blessing (n.)  

Molly Maguire (n.)  

dissimulation (n.)  

dissimulate (v.)  

veil (v.)  

merkin (n.)  

"female pudenda," 1530s, apparently a variant of malkin in its sense of "mop." Meaning 
"artificial vagina or 'counterfeit hair for a woman's privy parts' " is attested from 1610s. 
According to "The Oxford Companion to the Body," the custom of wearing merkins dates 
from mid-15c., was associated with prostitutes, and was to disguise a want of pubic hair, 
shaved off either to exterminate body lice or evidence of venereal disease. 

This put a strange Whim in his Head; which was, to get the hairy circle of [a prostitute's] 
Merkin .... This he dry'd well, and comb'd out, and then return'd to the Cardinall, telling 
him, he had brought St. Peter's Beard. [Alexander Smith, "A Complete History of the 
Lives and Robberies of the most notorious Highwaymen," 1714] 

pretext (n.)  

1510s, from French prétexte, from Latin praetextum "a pretext, outward display," noun 
use of neuter past participle of praetexere "to disguise, cover," literally "weave in front" 
(for sense, compare pull the wool over (someone's) eyes); from prae- "in front" (see pre-
) + texere "to weave," from PIE root *teks- "to weave, to make" (see texture (n.)). 

guise (n.)  

late 13c., "style or fashion of attire," from Old French guise "manner, fashion, way," from 
Frankish *wisa or some similar Germanic source, from Proto-
Germanic *wison "appearance, form, manner," from *wissaz (cognates: Old High 
German wisa "manner, wise"), from PIE root *weid- "to see" (see vision). Sense of 
"assumed appearance" is from 1660s, from earlier meaning "mask, disguise" (c. 1500). 

feign (v.)  

human (adj.)  

mid-15c., humain, humaigne, from Old French humain, umain (adj.) "of or belonging to 
man" (12c.), from Latin humanus "of man, human," also "humane, philanthropic, kind, 
gentle, polite; learned, refined, civilized," probably related to homo (genitive hominis) 
"man" (see homunculus) and to humus "earth," on notion of "earthly beings," as 
opposed to the gods (compare Hebrew adam "man," from adamah "ground"). Cognate 
with Old Lithuanian zmuo (accusative zmuni) "man, male person."  
 
As a noun, from 1530s. Its Old English cognate guma (from Proto-Germanic *guman-) 
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survives only in disguise in bridegroom. Related: Humanness. Human rights attested 
by 1680s;human being by 1690s. Human relations is from 1916; human 
resources attested by 1907, American English, apparently originally among social 
Christians and drawn from natural resources. 

fig (n.1)  

 

Emmetropia = Well proportioned, fitting, state of vision where an object at 

infinity is in sharp focus with eye lens in a neutral relaxed state. An eye in a 

state of emmetropia requires NO CORRECTION (balanced state of being). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmetropia 

 

Invagination = (optic cup/optic disc) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invagination 

 

Bulbus Oculi = human globe eyeball 

Bull/ball/bar/Bale-bus O-cull-lie/eye, Occult-eye, Au-Gu/Jew-Lie 

 

Bible  lexagram for Eye Bulb/Babel/Ba-Bell/El-bib/Bi-Bull(duality creation 

field) 

 

Book of Enoch/Eye-Nosce 

Nosce Te Ipsum (Know Thyself) 

 

Universe = One-Eye-Ver-Se(seeing truth in all of creation through self), 

Yoni(vagina, divine feminine)-Ver-Se 

 

Orbit Trauma = Eye Injury, mostly redness (Nibiru, sky color, changing 

vibrations/frequencies)  

orbit (n.)  

late 14c., "the eye socket," from Old French orbite or directly from Medieval 
Latin orbita, transferred use of Latin orbita "wheel track, beaten path, rut, course, 
orbit" (see orb). Astronomical sense first recorded 1690s in English; it was in classical 
Latin, revived in Gerard of Cremona's translation of Avicenna. The Old English word for 
"eye socket" was eaghring. 
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orbital (adj.)  

1540s, with reference to eye sockets; 1839 with reference to heavenly bodies; 
from orbit (n.) + -al (1). 

 

 

Icon = relic, idol to be worshipped, false god 

Eye-Con(trick), Eye-Cone, Ike-owned, Eye-Gone(blind, unconscious), 

Comet Ison/Ison/Jason, Eye-Sun(light within), Eye-Son, Eyes-On(viewing 

with the heart) 
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Retinography/Fundus Photography 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundus_photography 

Fundus Camera  when the button is pressed to take a picture, A MIRROR 

INTERRUPTS THE PATH OF ILLUMINATION SYSTEM, allowing the light 

from the flash bulb to pass into the eye. Simultaneously, a mirror falls in 

front of the observation telescope, which redirects the light onto the 

CAPTURING MEDIUM, whether it is film or a digital CCD/Saturn Moon 

Matrix. 

 

 

Fundus = Bottom depths 

Fun(cheat,trick,hoax)-Dus(does/intent) 

Fund(convert)-Us, Font-Us(legal), Font-Use(legal name fraud)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundus_photography


The eye looks very similar to the 

moon when viewed with Fundus Camera Tricks/False Light Tricks. Imagine 

no separation between earth/planets/moons/stars/etc. Imagine the Moon 

as a planet just like ours, and because of light tricks/large-scale 

retinography we are seeing the Moon the same way we view the eyeball 

using fundus cameras. We only see the Dead side/S. Pole/Sclera of the 

globe planet just like ours, no separation. 

 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lugus 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lleu_Llaw_Gyffes 

The name Lleu is derived from Proto-Celtic *Lugus, the exact meaning (and etymology) of which is 

still a matter of scholarly debate.[2] 

For many years the name *Lugus was thought[by whom?] to have been derived from the Proto-Indo-

European root *leuk-, "light", and thus he was considered a sun god.[citation needed] This etymology has 

been dismissed[3] because Proto-Indo-European *k did not under any known circumstances become 

*g- in Proto-Celtic, but remained *k. The direct descendent of the Proto-Indo-European root *leuk-

 (‘white light’) in Proto-Celtic is *leuk- as in the name of the Celtic lightning god Leucetios. 

Proto-Celtic *Lugus may be related to the root of the Proto-Celtic *lug-rā ‘moon’ (the origin of 

Welsh lloer, though Peter Schrijver suggests an alternative etymology for lloer, from Common Celtic 

*lus-rā, where the root would be cognate with that of Latin luridus [earlier *lus-idus] "pale yellow"). 

Another possibility is Proto-Indo-European *leug- meaning blackness, dimness, darkness (thought 

by Pokorny to be the root of the ill-attested Gaulish word lugos ‘raven’), or *leug- ‘swamp, peat-

bog’. Proto-Celtic *Lugus may equally be related to Proto-Celtic *lug-meaning "oath, pledging, 

assurance" on the one hand and "deceive" on the other (derived from Proto-Indo-

European *leugh- ‘avowal, deception’). Juliette Wood interprets his name as deriving from Proto-

Celtic *lug-, oath, which would support this identification of Mercury as a god of contracts. 

 

Illusions = Isle-Lleu-shuns/eye-ell-ooze-jins/ill-lose/loose-gens/chiens(dogs) 

 

The Chromatic Scale -  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromatic_scale 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trichromacy 
The normal explanation of trichromacy is that the organism's retina contains three types of color 
receptors (called cone cells in vertebrates) with different absorption spectra. In actuality the number 
of such receptor types may be greater than three, since different types may be active at 
different light intensities. In vertebrates with three types of cone cells, at low light intensities 
the rod cells may contribute to color vision. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proto-Indo-European_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proto-Indo-European_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proto-Celtic_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proto-Celtic_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromatic_scale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trichromacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retina
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cone_cell
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_vision


There was/IS a time of NOW where we were/ARE tetrachromats (4 cones as 

opposed to 3/trichromat, the 4th cone represents the 4th chamber of the 

heart completing the quad within self when one has correct eyes to see.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrachromacy 
Tetrachromacy is demonstrated among several species 
of birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles and insects.[2][3] It was also the normal condition of most 
mammals in the past; a genetic change made the majority of species of this class eventually lose 
two of their four cones.[4][5] 

 

Rods = Obelisks/Penis/Masc. Intent/Left/Positive/Light/Physical 

Cones = Pyramids/Vagina/Fem. Creation/Right/Negative/Dark/Spiritual 

Rod/Cone together = Peace Symbol (globe eyeball w/ two 23 degree orbital 

movement)(earth tilt is 23 degrees) 
 In the 1950s the "peace sign", as it is known today, was designed as the logo for the 
British Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament[1] and adopted by anti-war and countercultureactivists in 
the United States and elsewhere.  

 
 

 

 

Macula = make-U-law, Ma-cull-A, Ma-Q-law, Make-El, Make-Urea,  

Mace-your-Au(gold, light within), Mace-your-A, Mako(shark)-Ra, 

Macula Lutea/Loot-ea/Lleu-t-use/yous 

Lutea = Luteus = Mud, Dirty, Clay, Corrupt  /   Lutum = Dyers Weed 

macula (n.)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrachromacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird_vision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fish
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphibian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reptile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrachromacy#cite_note-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrachromacy#cite_note-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrachromacy#cite_note-4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrachromacy#cite_note-4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Campaign_for_Nuclear_Disarmament
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Campaign_for_Nuclear_Disarmament
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counterculture_of_the_1960s
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=macula&allowed_in_frame=0
http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=macula


plural maculae, from Latin macula "spot, stain," used of various spots (sunspots, 
markings on minerals, etc.), of uncertain origin. Especially the macula lutea in 
the eye. 

maculate (v.)  

early 15c., from Latin maculatus, past participle of maculare "to make spotted, to 
speckle," from macula "spot, stain" (see macula). Related: Maculated; maculating. 

maculate (adj.)  

"spotted," late 15c., from Latin maculatus, past participle of maculare "to make spotted, 
to speckle," from macula "spot, stain" (see macula). Middle English also 
had maculation "sexual defilement, sinning" (late 15c.). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macula_of_retina 
Near its center is the fovea, a small pit that contains the largest concentration of cone cells in 
the eye and is responsible for central, high-resolution vision. The umbo is the center of 
the foveola which is located at the centre of fovea. 

 

Fovea = Pho-Ve-A, Foe-Phi-Yaw, Vo-Fee-Ya, vovea/vevos 

fovea (n.)  

"depression or shallow pit in a surface," 1849, Latin, literally "small pit," related 
to favissae "underground reservoirs;" which is of unknown origin, perhaps from 
Etruscan. Related: Foveal;foveated. 
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Eye see OUTERSPACE the same as everything else. In the 

Holo/Hollow/How Low?/Hyaloid-Graphic/Grey-Phi-G,fig/Clay-Fig/G-RA-

pike/C-Ra-Vi-K, Flat Earth/Eye Globeball/Global/Glow-Ball Ball-Bus/Bulbus 

Occuli/Ak-U-Lie/Lye/Occult you lie/Ogre-eye/O-Cull-e/Ak-cure-eye,   

all fractals are infinitely connected.   

Imagine the EARTH/MOON(S)/PLANETS/Etc. globe eyeballs held up 

by invisible (to meaty eyes) hyaloid canals/transparent glass crystal stuff, 

the same hyaloid canals that run up through the hyalo/hollow play-

net/planet to the pupil/north poles of all bodies/bawdys. All operating 

relatively the same, ie., all the globe eyeball earth parts. 

earth would look exactly like the moon looks to us currently. And so on, 

with all of the other planned-Ids/planned Pay-Rent-

Hoods/minds/clitorals/C-literals. 

FRACTAL/DROSTE EFFECT (T-Rho-Stay/S-Te) 

Mise En Abyme = Placed into Abyss (A-bis/Duality or Ab-IS) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Droste_effect 
the effect of a picture appearing within itself, in a place where a similar picture would realistically be 
expected to appear.[1] The appearance is recursive: the smaller version contains an even smaller 
version of the picture, and so on. Only in theory could this go on forever; practically, it continues 
only as long as the resolution of the picture allows, which is relatively short, since each 
iteration geometrically reduces the picture's size. It is a visual example of a strange loop, a self-
referential system of instancing which is the cornerstone of fractal geometry. 

See also 

 Fractal 

 Droste effect 

 Gödel, Escher, Bach 

 Macbeth (1971 film) 

 Meta-reference 

 Recursion 

 Quine 

 Self-similarity 

 Story within a story 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Droste_effect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Droste_effect#cite_note-1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recursion
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meta-reference
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recursion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quine_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-similarity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Story_within_a_story


 
 

 

Now write yours, four EYE have much more whir- TO Too, X-sight-ver 

THANX AH-Ur unfolTink NOW.  

 

 

M/E 

 



 


